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Politics have gone crazy in the past few years, and these animals
are here to tell and show you all about it. Cat-ivists hold signs. A
hedgehog laments his small hands. A chihuahua with a doughnut
pleads for “Equal bites for all.” After pages of paw-litical puns
and adorable animal pictures, a wise owl finishes the book off by
telling the reader to “stay woke” in civic and political engagement.

2018

Every page of this book has a picture of an animal(s) and a
political statement that is often a pun. While the pictures are
cute, it isn’t really a children’s book. Most of the statements
require a deep knowledge of politics and/or political quotes from
the past half-decade in order to understand them. The book is
formatted well with the words in easy-to-read places on or beside
the pictures. The words themselves are creative, but it should
be noted that many of them are derogatory toward the current
president and his politics. Therefore, the reader may enjoy this
book more or less depending on his or her political views. With
the majority of the pages being about voting and using your voice,
however, the overall message is simply to stay aware of and
involved in our country’s politics.
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